
This week in Animal Behaviour

Lecture 31: Bob Montgomerie

Lecture 32: Aggression

Lecture 33: Play and personality

Text chapters 14, 15, 17

LAB: Project 2 help session

Online discussion Nov. 20: Pessimistic bees, 
Nov. 27: The macaque mind

Aggression

What are the rules of engagement?

• Using game theory to model to 
aggressive contests in animals

• The hawk-dove game

• Wars of attrition

What determines who wins?

When should rivals be tolerated?

• The dear enemy effect

Animal contests as a game

Game theoretic models of competition require:

• ! 2 competitors

• their strategies

• rules to govern the interaction

• payoffs involved

• cost of fighting for each competitor

• value of resource for each competitor

The hawk dove game

Against:Against:

Payoff to: Hawk Dove

Hawk (V - I) / 2 V

Dove 0 V / 2 - D

V = value of resource;  I = cost of injury;  
D = cost of displaying

• play “hawk” –> fight, risk injury (major cost)
• play “dove” –> display (minor cost)
• dove always loses to hawk
• dove vs. dove OR hawk vs. hawk = 50% chance of winning



Speckled wood butterflies Why do territory owners win?

Can game theory explain it?

In the hawk dove game:

• “Play hawk if you are an owner” is an 
evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS)

• “Play hawk if you are an intruder” is also 
an ESS!

Can game theory explain it?

In the hawk dove game:

• “Play hawk if you are an owner” is an 
evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS)

• “Play hawk if you are an intruder” is also 
an ESS!

Why do territory owners win?
the bourgeois 

strategy

the anti-bourgeois 
strategy

Why do territory owners win?

In speckled wood butterflies:
Experiment 1 (Davies 1978)
owner held in net –> previous owner always loses
Experiment 2 (Kemp and Wiklund 2004)
owner held in cooler (less stress) –> previous 
owner always wins

Can game theory explain it?

In the hawk-dove game:

• “Play hawk if you are an owner” is an 
evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS)

• “Play hawk if you are an intruder” is 
also an ESS!



Why do territory owners win?

Can condition explain it?

• Perhaps owners are larger, stronger, 
have more energy reserves, higher body 
temperature...

In speckled wood butterflies:
Kemp and Wiklund (2004) also showed that 
thoracic temperature does not predict who 
wins.

Why do territory owners win?

What about the costs/benefits of the competition?

• Do owners value territory more?

In speckled wood butterflies:
Bergman et al. (2010) showed that if a male 
interacts with a female before the fight, it increases 
the probability that he’ll take over the territory.
• intrinsic motivation based on resource value may 
therefore determine who wins

Why do territory owners win?
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In the tarantula hawk wasp, the length of time spent as a 
resident determines how intensely males compete to 
maintain a territory.

Asymmetries in the cost of future defence can 
determine who wins.

Antibourgeois spiders? 



Factors that influence whether bourgeois vs. anti-
bourgeois strategies prevail:

• probability of winning by owner

• probability of surviving the search period

• probability of finding a new site during search

• ratio of number of sites to number of animals

• probability of injury in winning a fight

• value of site depending on injury

What determines the ESS? What determines the ESS?

When persistence pays... The war of attrition

The war of attrition is another game theoretic 
contest where competitors continuously display and 
the loser is the first to give up.

Assumptions:

• no injuries

• display has a cost

• no clear signals available to assess your 
opponent’s state/motivation

Predictions:

• should get an exponential distribution of contest 
lengths (as a function of the costs & benefits 
involved)

• a given individual should display for time t 
selected at random from this distribution

John Maynard 
Smith



Attrition wars in nature?

Example: In Scatophaga stercoraria dung flies, contest 
lengths have the predicted exponential distribution.
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Attrition wars in nature?

Ravens are quicker to approach a novel object when 
alone than when in a group, even though they spend 
more time manipulating the object when in a group...
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What determines who wins?
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Resource-holding potential (RHP): the inherit capacity 
of an individual to defeat others in competition over some 
useful resource

Example: black-winged damselflies

• damselfly fat reserves = related to strength?
• most of the time, individual with ↓ fat reserves loses
• if damselflies can assess opponents:

expect ↑ difference between contestants, shorter 
the contest duration
BUT: this is not observed...

What determines who wins?

Resource-holding potential (RHP): the inherit capacity 
of an individual to defeat others in competition over some 
useful resource

Example: black-winged damselflies



Resource-holding potential (RHP): the inherit capacity 
of an individual to defeat others in competition over some 
useful resource

Example: black-winged damselflies

How to win, for damselflies...

• fat is stored internally, so damselflies 
cannot determine opponent’s fat reserve
• a damselfly may therefore use its own 
reserves to decide for how long to fight 
(e.g., “I am prepared to spend 50% of my 
energy”)

How to win, for eggfly butterflies

In the eggfly butterfly, older males persist longer and win 
more often in war of attrition-style competitions.
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The value of current vs. future reproduction 
can influence resource holding potential. 

How to win, for widowbirds...
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Example: red-shouldered widowbirds

Condition-dependent signals of opponent’s RHP and intrinsic factors 
(condition, residency) can both be important in determining who wins.

The dear enemy effect

Residents are often less aggressive towards established 
territorial neighbours than new, unfamiliar intruders.

Example: Audubon’s shearwaters
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Fiddler crabs have dear enemies

It may be less costly to deal with established neighbours.

• greater threat of new intruders?

• familiarity with established neighbours?

Example: fiddler crabs

log pre-eviction fight duration
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Summary

In nature, aggressive competitions between individuals can play 
out in a variety of ways.

• Game theoretic models can be used to describe the rules of 
these contests.

• Real interactions are often more complex, and likely violate 
assumptions of the basic models.

A number of factors can affect who wins:

• Population-wide evolutionary stable strategies.

• Individual condition and resource holding potential.

• Asymmetries in the costs of competition and benefits of 
winning for each individual competitor (which can be affected 
by prior experience/knowledge, individual condition, 
motivational state, and/or other social factors...).


